“Domestic in Every Place, Foreign in None”: Corporate Futurism, Multinational Corporations, and the Politics of International Trade in the Early 1970s
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This article documents how business lobbying groups, corporate leaders, and even some members of the Nixon administration drew on futurist discourse and rhetoric to defeat the Burke-Hartke bill, proposed legislation that would have imposed new taxes on multinational corporations. For several years, self-described futurologists had reconceptualized multinational corporations as ideal institutions for securing world peace and, more broadly, meeting society’s needs, thereby taking over some of the government’s functions. These ideas allowed business interests to invoke a utopian vision of the multinational corporation while working toward the more concrete goal of building a global economy defined by free trade and fending off unwanted regulation.
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On a cold February day in 1972 at a Sheraton hotel in the nation’s capital, Willis Harman stood at a podium and told a room full of executives, politicians, economists, and business school professors that “the industrialized world may be experiencing the beginning phase of a sociocultural revolution as profound and pervasive as the Industrial Revolution.” ¹ Harman was one of many speakers at “The Industrial World Ahead,” a conference focused on the future of the global economy that had been organized by the U.S. Department of Commerce. Everywhere the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) researcher looked, he saw “lead indicators” of “revolutionary change.” ² Harman’s statement might have been grandiose, but by 1972, many in the audience were used to it. For the past several years, a number of consultants, executives, politicians, and business writers, many of whom referred to themselves as “futurists,” had been making similar pronouncements. In some ways, it was a sign of the times.
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Such “futurism” was, as Matthew Connolly has argued, “both an elite and popular phenomenon in the 1970s” that was fueled by a sense that “history seemed to be accelerating.” Though it was a widespread trend, producing books like Alvin Toffler’s best-selling *Future Shock*, futuristic thinking captivated business leaders in a particularly powerful way during the late 1960s and early 1970s. During these years, Harman, and others like him, developed a unique brand of business-minded futurism centered on reconceptualizing the proper place of corporations in a world that seemed to be changing at a dizzying rate. They reached some surprising conclusions. By drawing on the work and methodologies used by other futurists, as well as an emerging public discourse of corporate social responsibility, these “corporate futurists” crafted a distinct and utopian vision of the multinational corporation. It was the right message at the right time. During a period of growing suspicion toward multinational corporations, this business-friendly futurism was politically useful.

Throughout the political and economic upheaval and uncertainty at the start of the 1970s, groups like the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) and the Chamber of Commerce were able to capitalize on this futuristic thinking as a way to advance their own policy and public relations goals. This article considers a subset of these futurists who wrote explicitly about the future of business beginning in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Throughout these years, this specific group read (and referenced) one another’s work, belonged to the same organizations, and appeared at the same events. Through an interrogation of reports, books, articles, and conference presentations, I argue that these futurists developed lasting ideas about the multinational corporation as the perfect institutional form for a more globalized, post–Cold War era and contributed to advancing a trade policy favored by both business lobbyists and the Nixon administration. My argument unfolds in several different parts. First, I describe futurology and its appearance in the postwar era. Second, I explain how these business-minded futurists crafted utopian ideas about multinational corporations. Third, I chart the interactions between some of the most prominent corporate futurists and organizations such as the Chamber of Commerce. Finally, I demonstrate how this futurist utopian rhetoric helped these organizations and the Nixon administration advance a free trade policy at the start of the 1970s.

**Futurism and the Cold War**

Businesses have long used “the future” as a way to promote their interests and products. General Motors’ *Futurama* exhibit at the 1939 World’s Fair in New York and the House of the Future that Monsanto unveiled at Disneyland in 1957 are just two examples of how U.S. corporations invoked the promise of a sunny future for public relations purposes. However, the business futurism that blossomed in the early 1970s largely emerged from the
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4. The terms “corporate futurism” and “business futurism” have been used by a wide variety of people for some time now and can refer to any number of ideas. For example, the science fiction writer William Gibson has used the term “corporate futurism.” I use the term here as a way to distinguish this group of historical actors from the larger group of futurists who were active during these years.
U.S. Cold War defense effort. In the mid-1940s, a torrent of federal defense dollars flowed into California. Two organizations that benefited from this government largesse would prove to be critical for business futurism’s development.\(^6\) The first of these organizations was the Santa Monica–based RAND Corporation, which the U.S. Air Force created in 1946.\(^7\) As the historian Jenny Andersson observes, think tanks like RAND were part of a broader transnational political and intellectual response to the “growing unease and fear in a period in which the future became laden with connotations of looming disasters.”\(^8\) Writ large, such postwar futurism was “a field of struggle between different conceptions of how to control, or, radically transform, the Cold War world.”\(^9\) At RAND, researchers and analysts from a range of fields were tasked with developing methods for “gaming” and imagining possible scenarios for events like nuclear war.\(^10\) By 1948, the think tank was operating as an independent nonprofit and provided an open intellectual atmosphere that allowed its researchers to develop some of futurology’s signature methodologies, such as scenario writing and Delphi projections (a process in which a group of experts answered successive rounds of questionnaires to arrive at plausible future developments).

The second West Coast organization that would be pivotal to business futurism’s development was the Stanford Research Institute (SRI), a firm housed on Stanford University’s campus focused on “research activities in the physical and biological sciences, engineering,” and “industrial economics.”\(^11\) Under the leadership of Weldon Gibson, SRI became an important institutional home for corporate futurists, including Willis Harman and Roy Amara. Although SRI depended on military contracts during its first few years, it had initially been established to provide research for businesses.\(^12\) By the early 1960s, SRI had introduced its Long Range Planning Service. Likewise, its marketing literature advised, businesses were going to have to navigate “a future of accelerating change.” For $8000, clients could access published reports as well as consult with SRI researchers.\(^13\) Beginning in the late 1950s, the organization partnered with the National Industrial Conference Board (NICB) to co-host the International Industrial Conference in San Francisco, which was billed as a “meeting of world business and industrial leaders.”\(^14\) In language that was complementary to that of the Long Range Planning
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\(^{8.}\) Andersson argues that this midcentury futurism is best understood as a transnational political and intellectual project that is deeply connected to the Cold War. “Between the immediate post-WWII period and the mid-1970s,” she argues, “the future came to be understood as posing distinct challenges to the functioning of societies” requiring “intervention,” which she understands as “foresight, organization, and rationalization.” Andersson, “The Great Future Debate and the Struggle for the World,” 1415.
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Service, the marketing literature for the 1961 conference counseled that in a “rapidly changing world,” the decisions made by those in both the public and private sectors would “greatly affect the course of world affairs.” Such statements were emblematic of the sort of corporate futurist thinking at SRI. Over the next few years, SRI futurists would develop complex, sophisticated ideas about the future.

By 1961, Herman Kahn, one of RAND’s most famous and flamboyant futurists, had left California to establish the Hudson Institute, north of New York City. Later in the decade, Kahn also participated in the Commission on the Year 2000, an effort headed by the sociologist Daniel Bell. Though Bell’s project fell short of his hopes, it was through this endeavor that Kahn and his Hudson Institute colleague, Anthony Wiener, wrote the book *The Year 2000* in 1967.

Corporate futurism also developed outside Cold War defense research on the West Coast. For instance, throughout the 1960s, Max Ways, an editor at *Fortune*, published a series of articles in the magazine about the future of business. The first of these pieces, “The Era of Radical Change,” appeared in the May 1964 issue. In language that echoed SRI’s Long Range Planning Service and the International Industrial Conference, Ways wrote that American businesses would have to confront a “world of accelerating change and ever widening choices.” “The movement is so swift” and the pace so fast, he wrote, “that an imaginative leap into the future cannot find a point of rest.” Navigating the future depended on organizations that comprised a “middle tier” between individuals and government, including businesses.

There was a high degree of continuity among the analysis coming out of SRI and RAND and journalists like Ways. Even if these different futurists did not work directly with one another on concrete policy agendas, they all shared the belief that long-range planning could be a vital tool for both government and business in navigating an increasingly complex world. A significant part of this emerging discourse suggested a new and vital role for business to play. By the end of the 1960s, corporate planners had begun to adopt such futurist ideas. The line between corporate futurism and corporate planning was almost never clear. In an effort to promote the World Future Society (established in 1966), for instance, Ed Cornish, the organization’s founder, “looked through directories of corporations and made a list of executives whose job titles suggested they should have an interest in the future, such as ‘Manager of Corporate Planning.’” Cornish then mailed these corporate planners complimentary copies of the first issue of *The Futurist*, a magazine the society published. The strategy worked. Though the World Future Society did not exclusively cater to corporate planners, Cornish
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later recalled that alongside university faculty members, government employees, engineers, and science fiction authors, “business people involved in long-range planning, marketing, or product development” soon found their way to the organization. In fact, as one futurist remembered, corporate consultants made up a sizable number of the society’s membership in the 1960s and 1970s. Likewise, some self-described futurists, like General Electric’s Ian Wilson (who was also a World Future Society member), found employment in corporate planning departments.

In 1968, a Wilson-led team produced a report titled *Our Future Business Environment* that drew heavily from futurist discourse, including Kahn and Wiener’s *The Year 2000* and Ways’s *Fortune* articles. The scope of the report was ambitious. Considering “the future in a systemic way” would allow GE to “make conscious, timely decisions about the direction” the company should take. Despite confident assumptions of continued economic growth and the disappearance of the business cycle, Wilson’s report warned of disruptive change both at home and abroad. “Accelerating change,” the report noted, along with “growing economic interdependence” would wipe out “some of the old political boundaries and ideological divisions.” There were very few social, political, and economic issues that could be “excluded from a company president’s thinking.” Increasingly, the report suggested, the lines separating public and private institutions would “blur” as the government began to intervene in the private sector and businesses would start to enter “fields traditionally associated with governmental activity.”

Wilson’s report was not the only instance of the interchange between futurists and corporate planners. In 1971, for example, the National Planning Association’s Business Advisory Council commissioned Carl Madden, the Chamber of Commerce’s chief economist, to write a study, because “business must play an active role in ‘inventing the future.’” In the wide-ranging report, Madden argued that “a new philosophy of capitalism” that provided “a positive vision of the future” was necessary. Corporations, he continued, would be critical in this endeavor and should “become performance-oriented instruments for achieving social good.” Crucially, Madden was specifically thinking about what he termed “the world corporation,” which he regarded as a significant development in recent history. As the title of Madden’s report *Clash of Culture* suggests, corporate futurists were becoming increasingly fond of grandiose statements. In fact, organizations like the World Future Society were encouraging similarly lofty ideas about business.

Although the society’s monthly magazine, *The Futurist*, had published corporate futurists in previous years, the February 1971 issue was entirely dedicated to business. Strikingly, a
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utopian vision of multinational corporations ran through many of the articles. For instance, Madden (one of the society’s most prominent members) wrote the lead article, which was characterized with a prophetic fervor. He heralded the rise of “Cosmopolitan Man” who could transcend the era’s “virulent nationalism.” This new figure “would use his courage and imagination to multiply” such virtues as “understanding and good will in mankind’s affairs.” Through the use of new technologies, this heroic type would “reform [society’s] anachronistic institutions” and provide the world with opportunities to “participate in the great consumer markets,” ushering in a new, more enlightened age.

Many of the issue’s contributors were excited by the promise of transcending national boundaries. In an article titled “The World Corporation,” Roy Ash, president of Litton Industries, predicted that businesses would eventually be chartered by a “supra-national chartering agency,” producing institutions that would be “domestic in every place, foreign in none—a true corporate citizen of the world.” The headquarters for such companies might as well be “the moon,” he declared. Much like Madden suggested that Cosmopolitan Man signaled the coming of a new global era, Ash described the World Corporation as a “transcendental unity.” After “centuries of nationalistic thinking,” Ash hoped, world corporations would prove to be the precursor to “political unity.” In fact, the multinational corporation was the ideal incubator for a new “global ‘mentality,’ or culture.” Through “the integration of diverse nationalities from the board of directors level down through the corporate officers and operating management,” the multinational corporation represented a significant step toward the “ultimate unity of the earth’s peoples.” Madden’s and Ash’s articles were emblematic of the entire issue. “We have no choice but to try to make the world of the future into the kind of world we want,” another contributor declared.

**Trade Associations Discover Futurism**

Significantly, this corporate futurism found a welcome reception in trade and business organizations, including the NCIB, the NAM, and the Chamber of Commerce. In 1966, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce even established a futurist working group called the Council on Trends and Perspectives to help the chamber’s leadership spot emerging business developments. Both Carl Madden and Max Ways were members. By the end of the decade, the Council on Trends and Perspectives had begun issuing its own futurist-tinged reports, which often drew on the work of other corporate futurists. For instance, the Council on Trends and
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Perspectives’ 1969 report Business and the Consumer referenced both Kahn’s work and the GE report. Much as Wilson’s report concluded, Business and the Consumer described a fundamentally new environment for corporations. “Changes in cultural attitudes and social values,” the report cautioned, “have produced a new awareness of these problems and of the need to solve them.”41 Additionally, industry needed to develop “early warning” mechanisms to anticipate or prepare for “the public’s changing value systems.”42 Amid what the report’s authors termed a “national discontent,” the corporation would have to “go beyond its traditional role of business enterprise and seek to anticipate and meet, rather than simply react to others’ proposed solutions to social problems.”43

NAM was also becoming interested in what these futurists had to say. When Herman Kahn gave a talk to the lobbying group in the same year that Wilson produced the GE report, he declared that “American industries [were] going to be asked to behave less in a profit-oriented fashion.”44 When it came to matters such as the environment, Kahn told his audience, “You can no longer act in what may have been a traditional manner.” Executives should welcome these changes, the argument went. Kahn believed “democracy ha[d] much better prospects” if American business took an active role in public affairs. Because it was a “big bureaucracy,” government no longer seemed an adequate mechanism for an increasingly complex society. “I feel very strongly,” he confessed, “that there are many positive values associated with having a good deal of the country run by private business.”45

Kahn expanded on this message the following year, at NAM’s annual meeting, Congress of American Industry, which was titled “Priorities for the 70s.” In describing the emergence of a “post-industrial culture,” the speaker started off by mildly ribbing his audience. “We use the term ‘revolution’ for the most trivial thing, as when somebody changes the shade of a toothpaste,” he joked, before insisting that he was about to describe a “real revolution” and “a break with the past.” Kahn predicted that businesses would increasingly take over at least some of the functions of government.46 Here, Kahn was not being particularly original. Similar ideas had appeared in Ways’s Fortune articles and Wilson’s GE report. Now, though, futurists like Kahn were broadcasting their ideas to a larger audience.

What is more, the futurists’ message resonated with business leaders. An interoffice memo at NAM noted that because of its “high intellectual content,” Kahn’s talk had been the “sleeper” hit at the organization’s 1969 conference. “I have heard more favorable comments about it than any other” part of the event, the memo’s author reported.47 The previous year, Helge Holst, the head of American Tool & Machine Company, sent a review of Kahn and Wiener’s The Year 2000 to Ray Bennett at NAM. After finishing the tome, it was clear to Holst
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that “responsible business has come to realize that, for its own preservation, if not from good corporate citizenship, business must participate in government” and take on new “responsibilities to achieve social and civic goals through active citizen participation.” Much like the Chamber of Commerce’s Council on Trends and Perspectives, the Senior Executives’ Advisory Council established by the NCIB in the late 1960s was supportive of futurology. As Roger Blough, a director (and recent former chairman and CEO) at U.S. Steel, put it, futurology represented a welcome “attempt to spend some time probing the future.” The NCIB also commissioned an extensive study in 1970, *Perspectives for the ’70s and ’80s: Tomorrow’s Problems Confronting Today’s Management*, which relied on the participation of corporate futurists like SRI’s Willis Harman and RAND researchers, as well as experts in a range of fields and forecasters. Perhaps in part because groups like NAM, NCIB, and the Chamber of Commerce were so supportive of futurology, the futurists often took pains to flatter their patrons by suggesting that business executives were important members of society. Traditional business boosters had found high-minded, intellectual-sounding advocates in the corporate futurists.

### The Politics of Multinational Corporations

These utopian ideals about multinational corporations appeared during a particularly fraught moment for such institutions. Though Geoffrey Jones points out that firms were engaging in cross-border activities well before the twentieth century, the multinational corporation as a distinct concept would not emerge until after 1950. By the early 1970s, multinationals had become a source of concern in several different respects. U.S. labor unions worried about the loss of jobs to overseas operations. Likewise, throughout the 1960s, presidential administrations worried that foreign direct investment (FDI) could contribute to the growing balance-of-payments issue. Most prominently, the Harvard economist and former government official Raymond Vernon’s 1971 book *Sovereignty at Bay* took up the issue of the complications and challenges these companies posed to the authority of states around the world. Given the hostile environment for multinational corporations, it should be little wonder that legislation aimed at these organizations soon appeared.

In 1971, two Democrats, Representative James Burke of Massachusetts and the Senator from Indiana, Vance Hartke, introduced a bill titled the Foreign Trade and Reinvestment Act that “sought to trim imports into the United States, stem the export of jobs and technology, and
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remove tax incentives for investment abroad.”54 The bill was an early effort to address some of the issues that had accompanied the rise of multinational corporations. Without question, the Burke-Hartke bill (as it quickly became known) was protectionist in its intent. Should it become law, businesses would be facing a “double tax” on overseas income for U.S. companies, as well as restrictions on FDI, technology transfer, and some imports. One provision promised the creation of a new trade commission that included members of both trade unions and the general public, which would have removed some of the president’s authority over trade policy. Still other measures mandated labeling foreign parts in finished products. Finally, Burke-Hartke also included a partial repeal of an older trade law that had implications for duties on imports.55 While labor unions supported the bill, as Vernie Oliveiro notes, multinational managers “feared that the increased tax burdens promised by Burke-Hartke would severely reduce returns.”56

Corporate leaders and their advocates in organizations like the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and NAM were staunchly opposed to the bill and wasted no time in mobilizing and issuing declarations condemning Burke-Hartke. NAM even went so far as to print a pamphlet that asked: “Can any U.S. business find happiness with the Burke-Hartke bill?”57 The answer, predictably, was an emphatic “no.” It was not just big business that would lose out should it become law. The pamphlet warned that the bill could hurt small businesses alongside multinational corporations. Even worse, NAM warned, the bill “would further the process of socializing U.S. business and industry” and “surely reduce the U.S. to a second-rate economic power.”58 Even though FDI and free trade policies actually posed a threat to some of their members that were small, domestic firms, both NAM and the Chamber of Commerce insisted that FDI was good for the American economy.59

Here, such organizations found common cause with some members of the Nixon administration. Nixon had inherited an economy that was in serious trouble. Inflation, which would become the single biggest economic issue in the 1970s, was already a problem when he took office in 1969, and it only promised to get worse. What is more, global competition from Japan and other countries represented a clear threat to U.S. industrial might. Nixon himself appeared to be keenly aware of how dramatic the change was. As Daniel Sargent details, the president was convinced that the United States “could no longer afford to be a benefactor to its allies” and that “the time for a reconsideration of priorities and an adjustment of responsibilities had arrived.”60

The administration’s outlook on economic matters was also informed by a sharp sense that U.S. businesses would need to compete more aggressively with foreign companies. The most
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pronounced version of this view came from Peter G. Peterson. In some ways, Peterson’s addition to the administration was an indication of the ties between the corporate futurists and the Nixon White House. Peterson had been hired away from his private sector position as the president of Bell & Howell to serve as director of the Council on International Economic Policy. The council itself had recently been established by Roy Ash, who had come to DC to head up the White House’s Office of Management and Budget. Each man was already a presence in futurist circles. In 1967, The Futurist had reprinted one of Peterson’s speeches, and Ash, of course, had contributed an article to the February 1971 special issue on business.

Peterson’s December 1971 report The United States in a Changing World Economy portrayed a world of increased competition. The postwar advantages that American corporations had enjoyed up until that point now seemed to be a thing of the past. It was folly, in his telling, to resist the changes that were taking place. Peterson was concerned with growing trade deficits and, more to the point, protectionist policies such as tariffs. Throughout his report, Peterson criticized such measures in places like the European Community and Japan. Indeed, some of these policies amounted to a return to “mercantilism.” Though Peterson’s report was squarely focused on trade, the document reflected the same sense of balancing at the edge of a big historical shift, much like the wide-ranging prognostications of other futurists. In a phrase that futurists had used repeatedly in the past, Peterson labeled another section of the report “Negotiating a New Era.” Taking issue with the State Department’s approach to foreign aid, he emphasized the need to move on from what he termed “Marshall Plan psychology.” What is more, Nixon was convinced by Peterson’s analysis. As Sargent writes, “Peterson’s conclusions caught the attention of a president who viewed the world economy as an arena for competition and struggle.” Years later, in his memoirs, Peterson would recount “the president’s enthusiasm for [the] report.”

Much in the same way that business leaders regarded Burke-Hartke as a labor-backed power grab, Peterson and his allies in Washington recognized it as a threat to their larger vision for international trade. References to the bill quickly began to appear at events where both corporate futurists and Peterson were on the program. In December of 1971, for instance, Peterson, delivered the keynote speech at NAM’s annual Congress of American Industry, using the opportunity to promote the conclusions he had reached with his report. Titling his presentation “Business Stake in International Economic Policy,” the Nixon official reiterated his conviction that previous administrations’ “benign-neglect policy for foreign economics” was indeed “malignant.” Drawing attention to his main concern, the balance-of-payments problem, Peterson worried that the “so-called tax bill” spelled trouble. The bill and its supporters (especially among the labor unions) represented an “inward-looking,
isolationist stance.” Drawing on a phrase he had used in his report, Peterson also told the audience that he thought it was “not an overstatement to say that we are in a new era” and that U.S. “policies had to reflect it.” For the remainder of the speech, he offered a defense of the New Economic Policy, measures that Nixon’s team had taken to shore up economic conditions, and called the end of Bretton Woods a “bold decision.” Phases I and II of Nixon’s plan would help secure “an open trading world in the future.” Though Peterson’s keynote was not in the register that might be expected from more grandiose futurists like Herman Kahn, other speakers at the conference were bolder in their use of futurist rhetoric.

Indeed, Roy Ash followed Peterson on the schedule. In significant ways, Ash expanded on the points that Peterson had made. “Free trade is not enough,” he declared, before explaining that “free international business is essential to meet the needs of the world ahead.” The line provided a smooth transition to the real focus of his talk: the multinational corporation. Such organizations, he insisted, were “best suited to engage in beneficial international business” and were ideal organizations, because “the world [was] rapidly becoming a single and unified economy.” Significantly, Ash declared the multinational corporation to be “domestic in all countries, foreign in none,” the same line he had written in The Futurist earlier in the year. Ash was upfront in invoking the future (and the privileged place the multinational corporation should have in it), telling the audience that such companies would “be at the center of a world economy that [would] develop to its full during the last third of [the] century.” He was also clear about his own support for the administration’s vision for world trade, insisting that a “complete rethinking of this country’s international economic policy [was] of paramount importance.” In Ash’s telling, multinational corporations required the sort of open trading system that Peterson championed. The proximity of these two speeches reveals the ways in which futurist thought complemented the Nixon administration’s trade agenda. While Peterson had sketched out his vision for the global economy, Ash’s speech had placed multinational corporations at the center of this new world. These two conceits formed the intellectual framework behind a futurist consensus in opposition to the Burke-Hartke bill.

The rhetorical and ideological playing field had been reset, providing opponents of Burke-Hartke with a high-minded argument that moved well beyond the sour and well-worn cries of
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an “attack on the free enterprise system” that conservative business interests had relied on for so long.78 By contrast, futurology provided a way to frame an anti–Burke-Hartke position as progressive and forward looking. The very next year, the Nixon administration gave futurists a very large platform for promoting their ideas about multinational corporations.

Nixon and the Futurists

Peterson and Ash were not the first futurists to enter Nixon’s orbit. In 1969, the administration created the National Goals Research Staff, which was tasked with “forecasting future developments, and assessing the longer-range consequences of present social trends.”79 Initial plans indicated that the group would draw on the work that was being done at SRI and the Institute for the Future, as well as the Chamber of Commerce. One of the National Goals Research Staff’s planned studies, the “Future Structures of Business and Industry,” even reflected many of the same concerns that the corporate futurists had expressed throughout the decade. Indeed, because the world was “going through a basic transition into a post industrial society,” the response from business was going to be of the utmost importance.80 Organizations such as NCIB, though, were supportive of the National Goals Research Staff, but the undertaking was likely doomed from the start.81 Nixon himself was mildly suspicious about the group.82 Ultimately, though, the National Goals Research Staff’s efforts stalled out. A lone published report, Toward Balanced Growth: Quantity with Quality, released on the Fourth of July in 1970, was fated to be the National Goals Research Staff’s only accomplishment.83

A few years later, though, and amid the sense within the administration that American businesses need to become more competitive on the world stage, planning began for a conference titled “The Industrial World Ahead: Business Looks at 1990,” which was scheduled for early 1972. While planning “The Industrial World Ahead,” administration officials such as Commerce Secretary Maurice Stans were keen to involve “future-oriented organizations” and tasked some of them with producing position papers for the event. 84 As Commerce Today (a newsletter published by the Commerce Department) noted, the event would be “the first White House conference to focus on business, and the first to be concerned just with future
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issues." Indeed, corporations themselves would have to directly confront these challenges. In a carefully scripted quote, Nixon observed that “corporations are being called upon increasingly to help provide solutions to complex national, social and economic problems.” In general, the conference reflected Peterson’s own conviction that, as Judith Stein notes, “the country would have to plan more because the world was more competitive.” The event, in other words, would be an attempt to bring together “key leaders” from both business and government who shared an “interest in our industrial society to take a long-range look and develop policies that will help shape [the] future.” If successful, the conference would serve as a first step in devising a new industrial policy for an emerging global economy that would be defined by international competition. For the past few years, corporate futurists had insisted that large-scale companies were ideally positioned to usher in a brighter future. Corporate futurism was having a moment. Even the president appeared to endorse futurism.

When the conference opened at a Washington, DC, Sheraton on February 7, speaker after speaker insisted to the 1500 attendees that the world was transitioning out of the industrial era. Harman, Madden, Ash, Kahn, Ways, SRI’s Weldon Gibson, and others all used their speaking time to promote the ideas they had developed over the previous decade. The world was becoming more interdependent, which was expanding and complicating the role of the corporation. But it was also creating new opportunities for ushering in an enlightened global age.

Significantly, many of the speakers at the conference mounted a defense of the multinational corporation that was indebted to the writing that futurists had produced during the previous decade. Gibson, for instance, described the multinational corporation as a sort of intermediary organizational form that was well-suited to an increasingly integrated world. As he remarked during his talk, large U.S. businesses were becoming “truly ‘world corporations’ with a greater denationalization of capital, ownership, and management.” Indeed, multinational corporations promised to reshape “the structure of western private enterprise during the 1970s and 1980s.” Similarly, the chairman of Dow Chemical declared the multinational corporation to be “the new melting pot,” because it provided a “medium in which creed and color and caste can—indeed must—mix and work together, solving problems together daily, working in harmony together for mutual benefit.” This was vitally important, he insisted, because “the futurists are fairly unanimous in their belief that the next 25 years will be
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characterized by vigorous, and sometimes virulent nationalism.”93 Multinational corporations offered an escape from such a grim future. Indeed, such organizations were nothing less than a “countervailing force” producing and “nurturing” “world citizens” inside their walls.94

SRI’s Willis Harman insisted that it was the people in that room at the Sheraton who needed to fashion a “humanistic capitalism”—a system in which corporations would look beyond simply turning a profit and begin to cultivate an “authentic social responsibility.”95 If men like Amara and Harman described capitalism’s challenges in broad strokes, others at the conference offered possible approaches to the task at hand. For instance, Max Ways argued that the predominant cultural narratives and symbols had tarnished business’s reputation and led to a fundamental misunderstanding about the nature of the corporation.

Taken together, the presentations and remarks at the conference created a patina of a future-oriented view of the world that was, in some ways, progressive and even, at moments, utopian. This optimistic glow helped to contextualize the message that Peterson delivered at the end of the conference. Peterson’s speech had been given the closing spot on the schedule for good reason. Though Maurice Stans had organized the event, “The Industrial World Ahead” also served as a transition of sorts. Peterson was about to replace Stans, who was set to work on Nixon’s reelection effort, as the secretary of commerce.

For his remarks, Peterson largely reiterated the ideas he had first articulated in his report to the president a year earlier. Peterson declared that a “new era” had opened up. “Nothing will ever be the same again,” he said somewhat dramatically.96 He followed this bold pronouncement with a direct endorsement of the new economic policy. “The President saw we were in a new era,” the incoming secretary of commerce said, “and he took a series of actions to provide the foundation for a competitive U.S. position in the global economy of the 1970s and 1980s.”97 Peterson argued that American business executives needed to get ready for this new age. International competition, he warned, was really a competition for the future. The time had come to “lay the base for a new international competitive effort” by building an American “sense of the future.”98 Throughout, Peterson repeatedly and directly invoked the future. He stressed the need to take deliberate steps to ensure the precise sort of future that American businesses needed, asking: “What specifically should we be doing today in order to “have a reasonable chance of being where we want to be?”99 Indeed, as he remarked, “the problem of the future” would “require answers to new questions.”100 Such philosophical rhetoric helped frame the real goal of Peterson’s talk—to promote the New Economic Policy—in much loftier terms. Dubbing American competitiveness “Phase III” of the plan, he established a direct link between his own hopes for the economy and the administration’s policies. The policy implications of Peterson’s talk fit nicely with the broader futurist and business opposition to Burke-Hartke. In fact, an earlier draft of the remarks had singled out the bill for
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blistering criticism, claiming that it would “run counter to all this country is trying to achieve in building toward a more open and peaceful world of 1990.”

Although “The Industrial World Ahead” was not a big news story (the New York Times and the Washington Post covered the event, but not in great detail), the conference was successful on a number of different fronts. Managers from around the country wrote to the Commerce Department requesting copies of the various speeches. One attendee asked for a copy of Peterson’s remarks, characterizing it as “a distinguished and somewhat disturbing work.”

The president of a shoe company also wrote in appreciation of Peterson’s talk, noting (with a sense of both philosophical musing and professional dedication to the footwear business) “we arrive at the future one step at a time.”

Even apart from Peterson’s address, the event clearly made an impression on attendees. James Reynold, president of the Reynolds Printasign Company, declared that the event had been a “mind stretcher.” Amnon Barness, the president and chairman of Daylin drugstores, published his own reflection on the conference in his company’s newsletter. The event had been “so stimulating, provocative and important,” he wrote to the Commerce Department, “I felt I must share its impact with the executives of my company and all 12,000 of our employees.” The author of another letter to the department believed the conference might “provide the adrenalin for arresting the socio-economic hemorrhage which has beset our great country.”

The Chamber of Commerce also organized smaller, local events in an attempt to extend the original conference’s influence.

Unsurprisingly, throughout the 1970s, the chamber’s Council on Trends and Perspectives published booklets and reports that continued to promote the ideas that had been voiced at the conference. For example, in 1972, the group published a summary of the conference titled Business 1990: A Deskbook on the Future. The conference, the Deskbook’s authors declared, offered a vision of “what our society could be like at the approach of a new millennium.”


The conference represented an important step in closing the gaps “which heretofore [had] separated […] businessmen from the rest of society.” In the group’s 1973 booklet, *The Corporation in Transition*, Carl Madden wrote that a new “social dimension” had transformed the business environment. Managers would now have to consider the “indirect costs to society” in their operations. Thinking about the multinational corporation as the ideal vehicle for ushering in a new future remained a persistent thread for corporate futurists. Significantly, such utopian ideas about business and the future proved to be an ideal talking point for making the case against Burke-Hartke. The supposed role that multinational corporations would play in establishing a lasting world peace became invaluable talking points in fending off new regulation.

Speaking at industry events following “The Industrial World Ahead,” business futurists specifically singled out Burke-Hartke for condemnation. Max Ways, for instance, used his remarks at the 1972 NAM end-of-the-year Congress of American Industry to characterize Burke-Hartke as resisting the future. In this speech, Ways invoked what was fast becoming a futurist truism—that the world stood at the precipice of massive global change. “As a society,” he told the audience, “we are balanced on a high wire, possibly on an endless high wire. If that is in fact our condition, it is probably least risky to keep moving, more risky to stand still, most risky to try to turn back.” Indeed, change was already underway (much as Peterson had declared in his 1971 report); resisting that change could be genuinely harmful to the American economy. To Ways, Burke-Hartke was a perfect example of this danger. The bill’s success might even be a harbinger of things to come. “If we go in the Burke-Hartke direction in respect to international trade,” Ways worried, the country might “adopt parallel policies of restriction and consolidation in other areas.” The future, he warned the business executives in the audience, could be filled with government intervention.

Similarly, speaking in Chicago during April of 1972, M. P. Venema, NAM chairman, declared that the multinational corporation might “become a microcosm of the future.” Venema even noted that futurists like Herman Kahn believed multinational corporations might “set the economic and social tone of the world by the year 2000.” Given such promise, the chairman declared, defeating Burke-Hartke was critical. The “future of our enterprises, of our employees, our system and the stability of the free world,” he cautioned at the close of his remarks, “may well depend upon the vigor to which we address ourselves to the issue at
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hand.”115 Without question, futurist rhetoric became one of the pillars in a broader push to fend off the bill.

Individual firms also began insisting that the path to a bright future ran through multinational corporations. For instance, the 3M Corporation distributed material to its own employees in defense of the multinational corporation, declaring it to be “the organizational means” that would “elevate living standards and encourage the cause of peace.”116 Similarly, in 1973, DuPont’s Irv Shapiro spoke about the shifting role of business, using the opportunity to take a swipe at the bill. DuPont, much like 3M, even produced booklets attacking Burke-Hartke. Indeed, much of the anti-Burke-Hartke argument—that multinationals were the best hope for the future—had its roots in corporate futurism’s intellectual tradition.

Conclusion

Given the unified opposition to Burke-Hartke, it is hardly surprising that the bill never became law. To be sure, futurism was not the only avenue of attack that business interests took when speaking out against Burke-Hartke. Still, it is notable that futurism emerged as one of the primary rhetorical modes in this effort. In subsequent years, Burke-Hartke continued to be a focus for corporate futurists. For instance, the authors of a 1973 Institute for the Future report still found it necessary to comment on the bill’s prospects.117

Of course, it is unsurprising that industry lobbyists, business-minded politicians, and the heads of multinational corporations were opposed to a bill that so obviously worked against their interests. What is significant, though, is the particular shape that their argument took. In contrast to the sort of aggrieved conservative claims of a relentless “attack on the free enterprise system,” corporate futurism offered a sunnier way to argue some of the very same positions.118 In short, futurology provided a novel set of rhetorical tools that they felt were best suited to push back against Burke-Hartke. Likewise, the Nixon administration had found common cause with trade associations in using futurist ideas to promote its trade agenda. What is more, subsequent administrations and politicians also found futurism useful in helping promote or advance their agendas. Ted Kennedy, Nelson Rockefeller, and Hubert Humphrey, for instance, all appeared at World Future Society events. In sum, these futurists provided a new example of how corporate and political leaders could advance their own interests while making much broader and more grandiose claims about an expanded role for business in society.

This opposition to Burke-Hartke reveals corporate futurism’s political and rhetorical power. Even if the bill itself never became law, multinational corporations continued to face...
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the threat of unwanted regulation and oversight by organizations like the United Nations. As the decade wore on, the rhetorical and conceptual framework set by the corporate futurists continued to be a touchstone. In fact, corporate boosters were quick to draw on futurist defenses of multinational corporations. Corporate futurists such as Ian Wilson and Willis Harman continued to insist that business (especially multinational corporations) could and should take on more responsibility in deliberately shaping the future. As late as 1975, Carl Madden argued that multinational corporations "promote[d] peace and understanding."\footnote{Madden, “Introduction,” 5.} Tellingly, it was a line of reasoning that came straight from the futurist response to Burke-Hartke. It stands as just one example of how, in later years, futurists, and business interests more broadly, would not hesitate to use some of the same arguments that they had tested out during the fight against Burke-Hartke.
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